
Our company is looking for a data management specialist. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for data management specialist

Develops and executes the implementation plan for connecting
Salesforce.com to a diverse set of CRM and back office tools utilized by our
Marketer network
Works with Lubricants business owners, third-party vendors, and other
subject-matter experts to develop the business integration requirements and
necessary data mappings
Provides work direction to onshore and offshore developers to build and
maintain the integrations
Responsible for providing support to our Marketers and end users to
maintain the connections by monitoring the status of the integrations,
troubleshooting issues and triaging support requests that require escalation
Responsible for managing cross-functional stakeholders (Customers,
Marketing, Sales, Sales Ops, Lubricants IT, & IT Ops) and business owners by
providing project updates, working through issues, and ensuring alignment
Leads and/or supports special projects by acting as project manager, team
member, or subject matter expert for initiatives that are related to CRM and
other systems / platforms / tools as required
Maintains documentation related to the integration including user manuals,
process notes/documentation and technical documentation for each of the
CRM connections
Manages data loads and manipulations to meet marketing and sales business
needs in sales automation and digital marketing tools
Diagnoses and solve technical problems related to data management

Example of Data Management Specialist Job
Description
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Qualifications for data management specialist

Strong research skills and familiarity accessing public data sources (Census,
DESE, BLS)
Minimal direction required
Define the approach of how test data will be re used across multiple sprints,
cycles, test environments
Must be able to identify issues, solve and respond to routine problems or
situations that require interpretation, strong analytical, interpersonal, verbal
and written communication skills to accurately document, report, interpret
and explain moderately complex information the ability to communicate and
interface effectively with all levels of personnel, including management,
customers and vendors
At minimum, seven (7) years of experience performing data management
and/or similar project support duties
Experience or familiarity with DOD web based data base


